CRANE
SCHEDULE
PLANNING

Airline revenue depends on schedule planning and
needs a solution to utilize aircraft, boost connectivity
and manage irregularities.
This challenges require a state of the art schedule
planning solution.

Overview
C

rane SP is an advanced schedule management solution that enables airlines
to achieve the best possible commercial planning. It has been implemented
with many airlines and addresses their most demanding needs. Crane SP enhances
schedule management operations with alternative display methods and is
compliant with industry standards allowing full integration with airlines and their
partners.
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Benefits
Improved Revenue
Crane SP manages connectivity by providing tools that analyze passenger
connection rates. Real-Time and Complete Feasibility Check options point out
issues and infeasibilities on aircraft availability, rotation discontinuity, station
constraints and many other details.
Competitive Power
Airlines can easily compare their schedules with that of the competitors and
run what-if scenario analysis. This allows airlines to test, learn and improve their
schedules by keeping track of competitors.
User Experience
Color coding and tagging function contributes to Crane SP’s enhanced user
experience. Users can configure their dashboards on their own. Automatic
warning and assistance mechanisms decrease error rates while making the
overall process more efficient for users.
Integration
Crane SP has extensive integration capability. Most advanced Crew Planning,
Central Reservation and many other solutions can be integrated with Crane
SP. This introduces more effective support for all decision makers and other
commercial departments.
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Key Features
C

rane SP offers a variety of features depending on your needs and infrastructure.
Among the features of Crane SP are:

• Multi-schedule support
• Single/multiple rotations
• Real-time error corrections

creates and

• Profitability check support

evaluates
schedule
alternatives

• Gantt chart and grid view support
• Color coded display
• Advanced display management

with different
scenarios

• Fully compliant with IATA standards
• Fully integrated with other Crane products
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Better. Together.

Crane is a brand of Hitit.
The consistent increase in Hitit’s customer base and
geographic reach, as well as continuous follow up
business with existing clients are strong indicators that
Hitit has achieved high level of customer satisfaction
with its offerings, combining an agile approach to
their needs with a team that works closely with them
as partners on their business.
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